
Modern Marimba Concert in the Parks presents

Friends of Dorothy
Featuring Spectrum Ensemble

Jaime Esposito, percussion; SA Hall, percussion

Saturday, March 18, 2023, Martin Luther King, Jr. Park - Pavilion at 2:00 pm

PROGRAM

(3) “Maria” from West Side Story (1957) Leonard Bernstein (1918-1990)
adapted by SA Hall

Jaime Esposito: vibraphone; SA Hall: marimba

(10) Ah Yes, The Three Genders (2019, r. 2020) Alex Temple (b. 1983)
I. Metal
II. Wood
III. Skin

Jaime Esposito: desk bells, suspended cymbals, shakers, temple blocks, concert toms;
SA Hall: vibraphone

(12) Twelve Fables After Aesop (2020) SA Hall (b. 1990)
I. The Frog and the Ox
II. The Serpent and the File
III. The Horse, Hunter, and Stag
IV. The Peacock and Juno
V. The Hart and the Hunter

Jaime Esposito, SA Hall: solo marimba

(3) Kid Gunner Brother Darian Donovan Thomas (b. 1993)
*Content Warning: mentions gun violence

Jaime Esposito, SA Hall: voice and handclaps

(3) Mi Cosa (1965) Wes Montgomery (1923-1968)
adapted by SA Hall

Jaime Esposito: marimba; SA Hall: vibraphone

(6) Golden Gate (2019) Kevin Rosacia (b. 1997)

Jaime Esposito: vibraphone, woodblock; SA Hall: marimba

(10) Dorothy Fragments (2019) Derek Tywoniuk (b. 1988)
*Content Warning: sexual themes

Jaime Esposito: voice, desk bells, fan, two-(2) metal objects;
SA Hall: voice, two-(2) woodblocks, snare drum, fan
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Program Notes

Leonard Bernstein (1918-1990)
“Maria” from West Side Story
Duration: ca. 3 minutes

Admirers of Leonard Bernstein's West Side Story generally consider "Maria," "Tonight," and "Somewhere"
the finest songs in the show. "Maria" appears first after Tony leaves the dance, where he falls in love with
Maria. She would be considered off-limits to a boy like Tony: she is Puerto Rican and engaged to Chino,
but Tony sees her as the love of his life.

The song begins with Tony mesmerized by thoughts of the beautiful girl he had just kissed, the beautiful
girl abruptly pulled away from him at the dance by her overly protective brother Bernardo. Tony repeats
her name repeatedly, and out of it, Bernstein ingeniously fashions the three notes that launch the central
theme, a beautiful creation full of passion and yearning, warmth, and soaring lyricism. Stephen
Sondheim's masterful lyrics contribute to the mighty sweep of emotion here. When Tony expresses his
overwhelming love and infatuation, Sondheim imaginatively yet simply captures his lovesick state of mind:
"Maria, say it loud, and there's music playing; Say it soft, and it's almost like praying." Undoubtedly,
"Maria" is one of Bernstein's most memorable and beautiful songs from any genre.

Notes by Robert Cummings.

Alex Temple (b. 1983)
Ah yes, the three genders
Duration: ca. 10 minutes

The meme started as a joking response to things like a trio of airport signs labeled "Men," "Women" and
"Telephones," or an application form whose options are "Male," "Female" and "Business." Over time, it
was extended to refer to any group of three things. In this case, the three genders are metal, wood, and
skin — the three materials that pair with the vibraphone in the piece's three movements. The title is also a
playful nod to my and the performers' queerness.

"Metal" (featuring cymbals, bells, and chains) consists of three versions of the same tune in three wildly
different styles: haunted music-box lullaby, chill-out jazz, and Very Fake Early Music. "Wood" (featuring
woodblocks and shakers) is a perpetuum mobile with a habit of getting stuck. "Skin" (featuring drums and
mouth sounds) is the longest and maybe the strangest, with dissonant, sensuous chords that keep getting
diverted into blurry polyphony or staggering polyrhythms.

Ah yes, the three genders was commissioned by Spectrum Ensemble and the following consortium
members: Brian Calhoon, Scott Charvet & Elayne Harris, Emily Durocher, Beth Gunderia, Carla Lackey,
Modern Marimba, Kathleen Rieken, Julie Taber, the Up:Strike Project (directed by Dr. Matthew Lau &
Karen Yu), and Gloria Yehilevsky.

Notes by the composer.
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SA Hall (b. 1990)
Aesop's Fables
Duration: ca. 12 minutes

The Frog and the Ox

"Oh, Father," said a little Frog to the big one sitting by the side of a pool, "I have seen such a
terrible monster! It was as big as a mountain, with horns on its head and a long tail, and it had hoofs
divided in two."

"Tush, child, tush," said the old Frog, "that was only Farmer White's Ox. It isn't so big either; he
may be a little bit taller than I, but I could easily make myself quite as broad; just you see." So he blew
himself out, and blew himself out, and blew himself out. "Was he as big as that?" asked he.

"Oh, much bigger than that," said the young Frog.
Again the old one blew himself out, and asked the young one if the Ox was as big as that.
"Bigger, father, bigger," was the reply.
So the Frog took a deep breath, and blew and blew and blew, and swelled and swelled and

swelled. And then he said: "I'm sure the Ox is not as big as--" But at this moment he burst.

"SELF-CONCEIT MAY LEAD TO SELF-DESTRUCTION."

Like most of Aesop's Fables, the tragic tale of the Frog and the Ox is very relevant today. One could think
of multiple parallels in modern life: the self-destructive nature of toxic masculinity; the harmful outcomes
of comparing oneself to others, how social media and technology have made that all the worse; and so
much more.

The Serpent and the File

A Serpent, in the course of its wanderings, came into an armourer's shop. As he glided over the floor, he
felt his skin pricked by a file lying there. In a rage, he turned round upon it and tried to dart his fangs into
it; but he could do no harm to heavy iron and had soon to give over his wrath.

"IT IS USELESS ATTACKING THE INSENSIBLE."

I identified with the moody character of the Serpent. It glides along the floor, accustomed to living a
stealthy life. Suddenly, it comes under attack by an unknown object and must try to defend itself, and it
realizes it must give up and slither away.

The Horse, Hunter, and Stag

A Quarrel had arisen between the Horse and the Stag. The Horse went to a Hunter to ask for his help in
taking revenge on the Stag. The Hunter agreed but said: "If you desire to conquer the Stag, you must
permit me to place this piece of iron between your jaws so that I may guide you with these reins, and
allow this saddle to be placed upon your back so that I may keep steady upon you as we follow after the
enemy." The Horse agreed to the conditions, and the Hunter soon saddled and bridled him. Then with the
aid of the Hunter, the Horse soon overcame the Stag and said to the Hunter: "Now, get off, and remove
those things from my mouth and back."

"Not so fast, friend," said the Hunter. "I have now got you under bit and spur and prefer to keep
you as you are at present."
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"IF YOU ALLOW MEN TO USE YOU FOR YOUR OWN PURPOSES, THEY WILL USE YOU FOR
THEIRS."

In reading this fable, I am instantly reminded of Schubert's setting of Goethe's Erlkönig. The imagery of an
intense chase between a horse and a stag - two powerfully fast four-legged beasts - almost feels like it
can't be depicted any other way. Following this train of thought, the ultra-sweet deception of the Hunter to
capture and essentially enslave the Horse under the guise of helping it reminded me of how, in Schubert's
Erlkönig, the titular character constantly tries to use sweet words to lure the boy to himself, ultimately
catching and killing the boy (der Knabe) in the end.

The Peacock and Juno

A Peacock once placed a petition before Juno, desiring to have the voice of a nightingale in addition to his
other attractions - but Juno refused his request. When he persisted and pointed out that he was her
favourite bird, she said:

"BE CONTENT WITH YOUR LOT; ONE CANNOT BE FIRST IN EVERYTHING."

Interestingly, while this is one of the shorter fables, it turned out to be one of the longer of these
miniatures. The opening figures represent the blossoming of the Peacock's beautiful feathers.
Subsequently, the Peacock gracefully lives out its life, basking in its beauty. The crisp and inelegant
melody of the middle section represents the voice of the Peacock, which it wishes were more beautiful, in
alignment with its looks. I took light inspiration for this melody from Stravinsky's depiction of a mechanical
nightingale in “Le chant du rossignal,” though this is quite different. The final section is a recapitulation of
the beginning, with the Peacock returning to its lot in life as a visual beauty.

The Hart and the Hunter

The Hart was once drinking from a pool and admiring the noble figure he made there. "Ah," said he,
"where can you see such noble horns as these, with such antlers! I wish I had legs more worthy to bear
such a noble crown; it is a pity they are so slim and slight." At that moment, a Hunter approached and
sent an arrow whistling after him. Away bounded the Hart, and soon, by the aid of his nimble legs, was
nearly out of sight of the Hunter; but not noticing where he was going, he passed under some trees with
branches growing low down in which his antlers were caught so that the Hunter had time to come up.
"Alas! Alas!" cried the Hart:

"WE OFTEN DESPISE WHAT IS MOST USEFUL TO US.."

This fable gives me Disney vibes. While reading it, I could picture this story playing out in the old-school
Disney animation style, like a scene out of Bambi. I associate this story with an impressionist style of
music, so it became my primary influence for this piece.

Notes by the composer.
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Darian Donovan Thomas (b. 1993)
Kidd Gunner Brother
Duration: ca. 3 minutes

*Content Warning: mentions gun violence

Kidd Gunner Brother is a hand game I composed based on a conversation I had with my younger brother
at Pizza Hut when he was 11. He’s always been super into guns, and on this particular night, I decided to
question why - his answer was, “don’t you know? ISIS is coming! I need to protect you all.” I was a tad
bewildered and pressed further with a simple question: “do you know what the KKK is?” He said no. I
think my immediate response was laughter - I turned to my parents and said, “isn’t it crazy that he knows
he needs a gun to protect us from ISIS, but as a mixed child in Texas in 2018, he doesn’t know about the
KKK?” So then we had a long, arduous conversation - some damage control if you will.

But I think that’s a conversation more people should be having - not just my eleven-year-old brother, but
adults and teachers and people who aren’t mixed and are mixed and are young or old or rich or poor -
everyone might benefit from this conversation.

Here is my piece - an attempt to place a conversation squarely in your mouth, propelled by your body and
a friend. Please perform this work - and make videos of yourself performing it. I want this to go far. Then
maybe a simple playground game like “ring around the rosey” - dark in origin but inconsequential in the
present.
Love you all.

Text: [Both]
I remember my brother told me once, at a Pizza Hut
I remember my brother told me once, at a Pizza Hut
I remember my brother told me once, at a Pizza Hut
I remember he told me I needed a gun
I remember my brother told me once, at a Pizza Hut
I remember eleven-year-old telling me once, at a Pizza Hut
I remember eleven-year-old brother said once, at a Pizza Hut
I remember he told me he needed a gun [Kid 1]. Why? [Kid 2] Why??

[Both]
ISIS, ISIS, I need a gun to protect you!
ISIS, ISIS, I’ll prevent them from coming to get you
ISIS, ISIS, I need a gun to protect you!
Kid Gunner Brother Kid Gunner Brother NO!!
[Kid 1] BANG BANG!

[Kid 2] But do you know about the KKK?
[Both] Do you know about the NRA?
Do you know about the CIA observations
of black members of our great nation,
Experimentation done on the
Tuskegee Air Men To see how
far their syphilis went?
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I remember my little brother told me, no...at that
Pizza Pizza Hut
Pizza Pizza Hut Pi
Pizza Pizza Hut Pizza
Pizza Pizza Hut Pizza Hut
Pizza Pizza Hut Pizza Hut Gun
Pizza Pizza Hut Pizza Hut Gunner
Pizza Pizza Hut Pizza Hut Gunner Bro
Pizza Pizza Hut Pizza Hut Gunner Brother
Pizza Pizza Hut Pizza Hut Gunner Brother 2x

Lock down lock down lock the door
Shut the lights off say no more!
Go behind the desk and hide
Wait until it’s safe inside…
Lock down lock down it’s all done
Now it’s time to have some fun!

4x (round) [Kid 1] My little brother needs a gun my little brother needs a
[Kid 2] My little brother needs a gun my little brother needs a

GUN!

Notes by the composer.

Wes Montgomery (1923-1968)
Mi Cosa
Duration: ca. 3 minutes

John Leslie “Wes” Montgomery (March 6, 1923 – June 15, 1968) was an American jazz guitarist. He is
widely considered one of the major jazz guitarists, emerging after such seminal figures as Django
Reinhardt and Charlie Christian and influencing countless others, including Pat Martino, George Benson,
Russell Malone, Emily Remler, Kenny Burrell, Pat Metheny, and Jimi Hendrix. DigitalDreamDoor named
Montgomery the greatest jazz guitarist of all time.

Montgomery was born in Indianapolis, Indiana. He came from a musical family; his brothers, Monk (string
bass and electric bass) and Buddy (vibraphone and piano), were jazz performers. The brothers released
a number of albums together as the Montgomery Brothers. Although he was not skilled at reading music,
he could learn complex melodies and riffs by ear. Montgomery started learning guitar at the relatively late
age of 19, by listening to and learning the recordings of his idol, guitaristCharlie Christian. He was known
for his ability to play Christian’s solos note for note and was hired by Lionel Hampton for this ability.

“Mi Cosa” appears on the 1965 album Bumpin’. Shawn M. Haney praised the album: "Not only is his
brilliant command of the six-string present here, so is the vivid color tones of notes and blue notes played
between. Backed up by a hauntingly beautiful and mesmerizing orchestra conducted and arranged by
Don Sebesky, the music almost lifts the listener off his feet into a dreamy, water-like landscape. The
atmosphere is serene and enchanting, such as a romantic evening for two under starlight, and certainly a
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romantic eve merits the accompaniment of this record. The recording engineer did a wonderful job with
this album. The sound quality is clear and lush, and, overall, this collection of mid-'60s Latin jazz is a
delight to listen to, once and again."

Notes by Oliver Dunskus.

Kevin Rosacia (b. 1997)
Golden Gate
Duration: ca. 6 minutes

Golden Gate (2019) is a piece named after the Golden Gate Bridge in San Francisco, California. This
piece represents my internal struggles of coming to terms with my sexual orientation and serves as the
symbolic "bridge" between myself and the beautiful opportunities ahead of me as a member of the
LGBTQ+ community. Although I have never personally been to San Francisco, “Golden Gate'' attempts to
capture what I imagine to be the atmosphere and character of the city, such as the foggy mornings at the
bridge, the hustle and bustle of the streets, and so on. I hope this piece does justice to a city I have never
been to before and that I will be able to see the city of San Francisco in person someday.

“Golden Gate” was commissioned by Spectrum Ensemble, an LGTBQ+ Ensemble based in Denton, TX,
and premiered during the ensemble's debut concert, A New Light, on May 4, 2019, in Denton, TX.

Notes by the composer.

Derek Tywoniuk (b. 1988)
Dorothy Fragments
Duration: ca. 10 minutes

*Content Warning: sexual themes

Dorothy Fragments (2019)  is a collection of ephemera drawn from drag culture, catchphrases, geosocial
apps, and Craigslist discussion forums. One thing that strikes me about queer culture is its fragmentary
nature. It is highly decentralized, reliant upon coded language and dress, inside jokes, and a relentless
parsing of itself into subcultures, sub-subcultures, sub-sub-subcultures, and so on. In this piece, the silly,
the heartbreaking, the nonsensical, and the problematic assemble into an incoherent whole, much like
queerness itself. The name “Dorothy” in the title refers to the expression “friend of Dorothy,” a coded term
for gay men that dates back to at least World War II.

The pitch material is loosely derived from a melodic fragment of “I’m Every Woman,” originally by Chaka
Khan and rekindled as a dance anthem by Whitney Houston. The text of this fragment appears in the
opening sentence of D. Gilson’s poem “Supplication,” written in the aftermath of the 2016 Pulse
massacre:

“Strange now to think of you, this song —
I’m every woman, it’s all in me  — suddenly
off-key on repeat, bass and synth bleat
against the bathroom wall, bodies
sticky with vodka and piss, pink disinfectant disc.”

Notes by the composer.
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